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ABSTRACT. We consider a closed manifold M and establish various connec-

tions between its Euler characteristic and certain numerical invariants defined

so as to measure the abundance of free discrete (respectively rationally free

toral) group actions supported by M.

1. Introduction. Let M be closed connected differentiable manifold. The toral

rank oí M is defined (following W.-Y. Hsiang, see [7, p. 131]) by trk(M) = maximum

r for which there exists a rationally free action (i.e. with only finite isotropy groups)

of the torus Tr on M. This invariant was intensively studied in the theory of

compact Lie transformation groups, see e.g. [1, 2, 6] (to quote only work directly

related to the present note). We shall also consider (following [10, p. 639]) the free

symmetry index of M, denoted by /(M), defined by f(M) = oo if there exists a

free action of an infinite discrete group on M (we only demand that all isotropy

groups are trivial—the action is not supposed to be properly discontinuous!), and

otherwise by f(M) = maximum of the cardinalities of the finite groups which can

act freely on M.

The main result of this note characterizes the fmiteness property for f(M) and

establishes the relationship between this property and the vanishing of trk(M).

THEOREM. f{M) < oo if and only ifx{M) # 0. If f(M) < oo then trk(M) =
0.

This result was stated (without proof) in [10, Remarks 4.2]. Its proof occupies

the next section. In §3 we shall make several comments on it and present a few

relevant examples.

2. Proof of the Theorem. Suppose that the Euler characteristic is nonzero.

We claim that it suffices to show that no infinite discrete group can act freely on

M. Once we know this, it immediately follows that f(M) < |x(M)|, in particular

/(M) < oo (since, as is well known, a free action of a finite group G on M gives

rise to a finite covering M —» M/G for which one has x{M) = ord(G) • x{M/G)).

Suppose then that the discrete group G acts freely on M. We are going to show

that then necessarily ord(G) < oo. As a first step towards proving this, let us notice

that there exists an integer m with the property that ord(<?) < m, for any g £ G.

Indeed, if x(-^0 ¥" 0 tnen given g € G, the classical Lefschetz number argument of

Fuller [5] shows that gn must have a fixed point, for some 0 < n < m, where m

depends only on M, hence gn = id and ord(g) < m.
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Observe next that sending g € G into H*(g~1;F) e GL{H*{M\¥)) embeds

the group G into the general linear group of the finite-dimensional F-vector space

H*(M;F), for any characteristic zero field coefficients F (using again Lefschetz

numbers, x{M) ^ 0 and the freeness of the action of G).

The next lemma helps to conclude that ord(G) is finite.

LEMMA. Let F be a characteristic zero algebraically closed field and let G C

GL(n; F) be a subgroup. If there exists an integer m such that ord(g) < m, for any

g € G, then G is finite.

PROOF. The proof uses (elementary) linear algebraic groups theory [8]. We

may clearly suppose that G is a (Zariski) closed subgroup. Moreover, it will be

enough to show that if in addition G is connected then G must be trivial. Since

all the elements of G have finite order, we infer that G consists only of semisimple

elements (remember that char F = 0!). But then G must be an (algebraic) torus

(F*)r, see [8, p. 137]. The fact that F* contains elements of any given order forces

then r — 0 and consequently G = {1}.

Passing to the other implication of the first statement of our theorem, let us

assume. x{M) = 0. We are going to produce a free action of Z on M and infer

that f{M) = oo. Though we are looking for a discrete dynamical system, we shall

construct it by considering flows on M, namely by using properties of hyperbolic

flows, see [11]. This is the only place where differentiability assumptions play a

significant part.

By the Poincaré-Hopf theorem there exists a nowhere zero vector field X on M.

It gives rise to a flow ¡/t, í £ R, with no fixed points. In general, given any vector

field X on M, with associated flow gt : RxM-> M, consider the closed orbits R • x

(x e M), defined by R^ = Z • t (for some period t > 0). Define the set of periods

of X by Px = {t > 0| there exists x € M such that Kx = Z ■ t}. One knows that

generically Px f~l [0, c] is finite, for any c > 0, see [11, p. 801]. We may thus suppose

that our everywhere nonzero vector field X also satisfies this generic property. Pick

then sGR, s/0 and not of the form s = q ■ t, with q € Q and t G Px- We claim

that the flow gt restricted to Z • s gives the desired free action of Z on M. Indeed,

if Çms{x) — x, for some m € Z and x € M, it follows that R • x is a closed orbit

and ms = nt, for some n E Z and t 6 Px, which forces m = 0.

Finally, we quickly prove the second assertion of the Theorem. Assume f{M) <

oo and let a torus T act on M. We show that T must have a fixed point on M (and

consequently trk(M) = 0). Pick a generator z eT (that is the group generated by

z is dense in T) and restrict the given action of T to the (infinite cyclic) subgroup

generated by z. Our assumption on f{M) implies that zm has a fixed point, for

some m G Z, m ^ 0. But zm is also a generator, hence T must leave that point

fixed.

3. Examples.

EXAMPLE 1. We might have restricted our attention to free actions of finite

groups on M, defining ff(M) = max{ord(G)|G is finite and acts freely on M}.

Our theorem essentially says then that, if x{M) i1 0, this makes no difference:

ff{M) = /(M), (and this common value is finite). On the other hand, there are

examples of closed connected manifolds M with zero Euler characteristic which do

not even possess finite effective groups of homeomorphisms of arbitrarily high order,
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hence with ff {M) < oo, see [3, 4]. In all these (in fact aspherical) examples the

fundamental group plays a key role. More recently, several classes of 1-connected

examples with x(M) = 0 have appeared (see [9, 2]), which do admit free Zp-

actions for almost all primes p, in particular with ff(M) — oo (the connected

sums of manifolds of the form M — Sm x Sn, which m, n > 1 and m + n = odd,

are among them). This raises the question: is it true that ff{M) = oo, for a

1 -connected closed manifold M with x(-^0 = 0?

EXAMPLE 2. Going back to arbitrary closed connected manifolds M, recall

from the proof of our theorem that if x(Af) ¥" 0 then f{M) < |x(M)|. It might

happen that this upper bound is sharp, as it is the case for M = G/T (G a

compact connected Lie group, T a maximal torus), where f{M) = \x{M)\ = order

of the Weyl group (see [10]). However, this is a very crude estimate in general, as

M = P2"C shows: here any self-map has a fixed point, hence /(M) = 1, whereas

x(M) = 2n + l.
EXAMPLE 3. It is well known that on a finite complex with x{M) ^ 0 any

torus action has a fixed point. Our aim here is to emphasize the connection with

the finiteness of /(Ai). The converse is not true in general, as shown by the fol-

lowing example of S. Halperin [6], who constructed a closed oriented manifold M

with dim M = 57 (hence x{M) — 0) and trk(M) = 0. On the other hand, for

homogeneous spaces M = G/K (where G is a compact connected Lie group and K

is a closed subgroup), one knows [1] that trk(M) = rk G - rk K, hence trk(M) = 0

implies that x{M) ^ 0.
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